Heads Above the Rest

Eastman precision tools offer the utmost flexibility for hundreds of cutting applications and proven solutions for even the most difficult-to-cut materials. Eastman’s tool heads have been engineered to offer maximum versatility and adaptability while adhering to stringent industry requirements for accuracy, speed and repeated quality.

- A library feature within the operating control software allows the operator to save commonly used tool pressures and blade assignments based on job and material files
- Computer-assisted calibration minimizes downtime after tool changing
- Blade life is dependent on the materials being cut.
- Eastman tool depth limiters and exclusive tool depth gauges are available to limit the exposure of the blade and minimize blade penetration into the cutting surface. Also great for kiss cutting when you need to cut the top layer of material without cutting through an attached material.

**Standard Tool Head**

The standard tool head is equipped with three individually aligned and calibrated tool spindles as well as a pneumatic pen holder assembly. The spindles can be equipped with any three tool combination to include round and drag blades, punches and/or notches.

- Three individually aligned and calibrated tool spindles
- Pneumatic pen lift/holder assembly

**Heavy-Duty Tool Head**

- Designed for more rigid materials
- Two individually aligned and calibrated tool spindles, choice of up to two tools
- Provides more clearance for thicker materials
- Stiffer, thicker tool spindles offer less deflection when cutting rigid materials
- Pneumatic pen lift/holder assembly
- 3 inch (7.62cm) stroke

**Fiber Tool Head**

- Designed for cutting fiberfill and foam
- Two individually aligned and calibrated tool spindles, choice of up to two tools
- Provides more clearance for thicker materials
- Pneumatic pen lift/holder assembly not available
- 60 – 75 mm round blades available
- 3 inch (7.62cm) stroke

Over 60 Blades, Punches, Notches & More!
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